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About This Game

Shoot, blast and slash through hordes of enemies in Rocking Pilot - a twin-stick shooter extravaganza inspired by arcade
classics.

Standard propellers are replaced with deadly ROTOR BLADES that chop up tanks and soldiers to pieces. Activating the
Overdrive makes your helicopter an immortal machine of destruction: fly & chop through swarms of enemies while deflecting

their bullets back at them, or use your own arsenal of guns, rocket launchers and lasers. Mayhem guaranteed.

In the future, war is the main entertainment for the masses and WYNC Studio 1 is broadcasting the greatest TV show on Earth:
global conflict!

There is only one reality star that can stop the madness: “The Pilot”, a fearless hero of the skies. After watching hundreds of
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action movies, it’s time to put your skills to the test.

*A modern take on arcade classics - crafted with care and love by fans of the twin-stick shooter genre. Smooth, slick and full of
satisfying explosions.

*Dynamic battlefield - 42 missions, 4 worlds and a huge number of enemies! Play the story campaign, 16 score missions, and 4
survival challenges.

*A powerful arsenal, upgrades and ways to combine them! Use everything from lasers and mini-guns to nukes and rotor blades.

*Fight with two weapons simultaneously - shoot projectiles while slicing nearby foes with your rotor blades at the same time.

* Brutal but tactical bullet hell - activate your rotor overdrive to deflect bullets and survive environmental harm or use it to cut
through tough opponents - quick thinking is required.

* A huge number of collectibles - 76 trophies, 96 crowns and 34 skulls in the main campaign and optional missions.

* Online score challenges and leaderboards. Compete with others to become the ultimate pilot - with ultimate bragging rights.
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Title: Rocking Pilot
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Gungrounds, Mad Head Games
Publisher:
Mad Head Games
Release Date: 15 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Windows Vista/Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows 10

Processor: 1.5 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card with DirectX 9 level (shader model 2.0) capabilities

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 692 MB available space

English,French,German,Japanese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Very fun and immersive game! Has you on your toes the entire time wondering whats next!. Star Ruler is an amazing 4X game
with lots of customisablity. Its noted for allowing the player to produce massive space stations, battle ships that span entire
galaxies, and tools to destroy whole planetary populations, or even the whole planet. Its not the best looking game, has AI and
micro management problems.. but its definently the most fun game of its type in my opinion. But that's coming from someone
who doesn't really like this genre, but enjoys blowing up planets and making space stations thatare bigger than stars.

This is worth a few hours of play time for anyone who likes big tech trees, big economy, and massive construction projects..
Note: When I initially puchased this game it was adverticed as a Vive release. I'd love to be able to recommend this "game" but
it won't even open on my PC system with my Vive - FWIW I have a great system. I was looking forward to trying virtual yoga
and have had no luck even getting it to run. The game thinks\/says I have the wrong controllers\/headset - bizzare. I hope they
fix it. Also, the room scale requrments are too large - you do not need 2.5 meters (which I do have incedently) to do yoga - I'd
change it to 2.0.

Update - the developer has now posted the Vive is not supported - had I known I would not have gotten it - perhaps it works w
revive?. just stop right now what ever your doing and play this game. if you have any fondness of really quick easy to play game
like the games on kongergate get this game. its awsome!. Fun survival game for VR. Locomotion is great! JUst wish their was
some options to make the game seem less like you always have to be rushing.. What is Herding Dog ?

Bought this because it looked good in the steam preview videos and because as a dog lover I wanted to play a dog-themed game
because sadly there aren't many options for that, however, herding dog is just a poor mismatch of bad ideas and design
decisions, I thought it would have been just a competent indie title doing its job, I was wrong, i don't know if its a mobile port
but playing it on PC is pretty bad because the controls feels unresponsive and the AI clips a lot and while the soundtrack is OK
who thought having those samey repetitive missions conducting the cattle to the barnyard was a good idea ?? thats a completely
unfun game design you got there, I tried to finish it but stopped at mission 14 out of 21, I couldn't take it anymore, doing the
same and frustrating thing over and over again is just plain bad game design, this is just a boring slog, stay away from it, not
even toddlers would have fun playing this.

Just stay away.. The bg is beautifully crafted and the bgm is simply awesome!(I adore bgm in chapter 2/5/6)
Don't give it up if you are frustrated or annoyed. After completing all the chapters, you will find the past obstacles not a big
deal! Seriously!. I've only put about 15 minutes into this game so far. After reading a fairly glowing review on upload I was
like,. well this is a shoe in for my library! I'm pretty dissapointed thus far. at the highest graphics setting it's still blurry AF. the
locomotion gets caught in weird places,. if you try the shooting range thing in the tutorial that has to be the most awkward way
to hold a gun ever since you have to keep the trigger held down or you will drop the gun,. then point the vive controller like a
wand and fire with the thumb pad... wtf,.. it's really buggy right now as well. like the open sign on the door just hanging in space
after the door opens. it just feels very unpolished. for 20 bucks I was expecting polish. hopefully they will release some patches,
optimize the graphics,. this could be a great game but in the state it's in now I wouldn't reccomend people spendingt 20 bucks on
it.
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The gameplay is simple: You control the little pink-haired witch and can move any distance in eight directions every turn. Your
goal is to light all the magic runes on the level by moving over them, but if an enemy steps on one it will extinguish and you have
to light it again.

The game is entirely confined to little 5x5 grid levels. I was skeptical at first. What kind of level design can you do on 25 tiles?
As it turns out, quite a lot. The game mixes its few different enemy types plus environmental tiles (walls, teleports, death tiles)
into quite a variety of levels, each of which puts a clearly formulated challenge to the player.

Levels can be simply cleared or beaten in the minimum number of moves. Doing the former isn't too difficult until later in the
game, but the latter really brings out the surprising amount of complexity in the mechanics. If you're looking for a challenge,
this is it. Most levels can be cleared in around ten moves. It doesn't feel like that should be too difficult but some levels made
me give up after exhausting all the ideas I could come up with (damn those cats). Of the levels where I did find the solution I
can say that you often need a flash of insight revealing an unlikely move as a different, more effective strategy to beat a level.
Again, not what I expected from a game played on a 5x5 grid.

What I want from a puzzle game is, a non-derivative set of simple mechanics that fit well together, tight and varied level design,
and a bit of challenge. This game takes a place in my short list of games on steam that fit the bill.. I've been waiting to play this
game forever, and finally it's out. Unfortunately the developer is SakuraGames, but...I'm not entirely disappointed. The game is
incredibly cheap, the translation is readable (that doesn't mean there's not problems, but it's not so bad it's Star War The Third
Gathers: Backstroke of the West).

I understand some may have problems with how the game is translated, but, if SakuraGames takes their time to improve the
game's translation and potentially add EXS 18+ scenes (though this isn't a big deal it'd just be interesting to read with the
translation), I could bump this from a 3.5\/5 to a 4.5\/5

One major complaint I have and I don't know if SakuraGames is reading these, but I cannot set the game to Fullscreen. Clicking
the button does nothing. The Japanese versions of the game work with the fullscreen option, it's only this. It might have
something to do with Steam. But, if you're reading this SakuraGames please fix this.. THIS GAME IS GREAT GOOD WORK
GUYS LOVE IT
. Silo 2 may be older and more singularly focused than other 3D modelling software, but I absolutely love it. Don't let this
modeller fool you with it's simple UI and focus - this is quite powerful stuff here. You can very easily make just about any
shape you could imagine with Silo 2.

The main point for me is the ease of use. I have tried out many, many different 3D asset creation packages. Silo 2 is hands down
the easiest place to start blocking out my model and adding refinement. I use another program that is focused only on clay-like
sculpting to touch up the final product from Silo, but the bulk of the work in overall shape creation is done in Silo. Being able to
easily grab vertices or edges and just start experiementing with shapes is crucial for fast design and accessibility for newcomers.
This is truly a 3D modeller where you will NOT have to fight against the UI or hotkeys.

Not only is it a competent modeller but the tools for re-drawing your mesh topology (polygon faces) are great as are the ones for
assigning materials to the various sections of the mesh (material settings in Silo are respected in 3D Coat, Substance Painter,
Unity).

On top of that the program is actually still receiving updates - I hope they never stop because as an indie game dev Silo has
become an integral part of my pipeline... despite owning & using several other larger and more 'reputable' 3D production suites.

Overall I think Silo 2 is amazing. If you know what you are doing it is super clean & fast to use. If you are learning then it is
very simple to get started and actually enjoy the creation process.. the only thing worse that a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game is a game that doesnt wok at all.. vr rubbish got oculus cud hardly see the
writing n it wont let me choose anything. I have waited so long for these skins (Slovakia) and finally they are here. Sure the
price may seem steep for only four skins, however if you are a true Slav now you can represent. Thank you so much SCS..
Edited to Add: Changed my mind as by the second act, the hair-yanking has totally won out over addictive. For a thinking game
about collecting stuff, it's *entirely* too reflex driven. I rage-quit after Ruins and after several weeks can't convince myself to
go back.
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It's still early days, but it's already clear that Molecats is going to be a mix of addictive and hair-yanking. The lack of a fail-state
is very nice (you might have to loop around the level one more time, but you don't have to *start completely over* as in a lot of
puzzle games).

Runs sensibly on dual monitors.

Runs great on my Linux set-up. (Mint 18.2 Nvidia 384.130 GTX 1060). Simmiland is an amazing and addicting game that I saw
on a "Indie games" youtube video and it seemed interesting, so for the price it was I just got it.

The game -while a bit repetitive- it forces you to remember and understand its mechanics just learning from past gameplays,
and at the beginning those can be 10min runs, but with all the cards (250) it could take up to an hour per run (depending what
you're focusing on) so you need to start being smart on placement, order of discoveries and so on.

The only CON I can think of is that the AI sometimes is just "stupid", like when you have a lot of things dropped and they dont
store it prioritizing other stuff, or when they just finished gathering a node and don't send the items to the warehouses right
away. But again, that is because the player needs to understand what is happening and this "priority".

After a lot of runs, I finally got the second ending, making this one of the few games I've gotten 100% achievement ranking.
Contrats to Sokpop for this, looking forward to play other games from you big list.

As another +1 note, my girlfriend is also addicted to it, and that's no easy feat!
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